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The Contest Manager and the Principal, Vice Principal, Headmaster or person with comparable title must sign this
form which is to be returned with your student Answer Forms.  The Contest Manager must wait until all aspects of the
contest process at the school  have been completed.

Certification by the Principal or person with comparable title:Certification by the Principal or person with comparable title:Certification by the Principal or person with comparable title:Certification by the Principal or person with comparable title:Certification by the Principal or person with comparable title:
  (a)  I certify that the contest package(s), the Complimentary Solutions Envelope and/or the Solution Packets were
         retained in their sealed condition within an hour of the start of the contest.
  (b)  I accept for our school the rules and procedures described on this page and pages 2-6, and accept that failure
         to follow these rules and procedures may result in DISQUALIFICATION from official standing of all scores
        from our school.

Signature ______________________________ Time ___________________________________________

Title _______________________________Date ___________________________________________

If your school was closed November 19, 2002 or had an academic conflict on that day (snow day, vacation, parent
conferences, etc.) please enter the date the school reopened or was back to a normal class schedule and the contest
was given___________________.   Indicate below the reason the school used a “Window” date:

If the contest was taken unofficially after the “window,” mark the exceptions box at the bottom and
write the reason on the back of this form.

Certification by the Contest Manager:Certification by the Contest Manager:Certification by the Contest Manager:Certification by the Contest Manager:Certification by the Contest Manager:

I certify that the following statements are true or that, if there are any exceptions, I have checked the box below and have listed
them above or on the back of this page.  I understand that the absence of either signature from this form, and a consideration
of the exceptions may result in DISQUALIFICATION of all scores from our school and understand that administering the
AMC 8 before November 19, 2002 will lead to disqualification of our school’s results.

1. Only students in grade 8/age 14 or below participated in the Contest.
2. The package of Contests was not opened until just before the Contest was given on Tuesday, November 19, 2002 or

the first day the school was open during the "window" (see Section VI., Page 3-4).
3. The participants were continually monitored during the Contest, and they were separated by an empty space, if possible.
4. Participants had exactly 40 minutes working time.
5. No student was permitted to proctor the Contest.
6. I collected all of the students’ Contest booklets following the administration of the Contest.
7. After the Contest, the AMC 8 ANSWER FORMS were placed in the  AMC 8 Report Envelope, kept secure and no

changes were made in the answers.  If the  AMC 8 was given at more than one time, the Contest papers were kept
secure until all sittings were over.

8. The instructions relating to the opening of the “Complimentary Solutions Envelope”  and/or Solution Packets were followed.
9. I have followed all the rules as stated in this Teachers' Manual.

DAY & DATE
SIGNATURE_________________________________________TEST WAS GIVEN ____________________________

School Name ______________________________________________ Telephone _______________________________

City ____________________________________________ State _________ Zip _______________________________

E-mail (please print clearly):_________________________________________ School Grade Level: _____ through _____

PLEASE INDICATE THE EXACT NUMBER OF EXCEPTIONS
AMC 8 ANSWER FORMS RETURNED FOR GRADING: ___________
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1. Did you receive the AMC 8 Registration Brochure in a timely manner to
get signed up for this years contest? .........................................................

2. Which is the best month for you to receive the new Registration Brochure?

3. What is the best generic title to use when we mail brochures, and other
contest announcements to your school? ..................................................

4. Would you like to get an electronic reminder before the registration dead-
lines? .......................................................................................................

5. Did you find the poster that was a part of this year’s brochure? ...............

Was it used to promote the contest? ........................................................

6. What could we provide to help you teach math more effectively? ............

7. What would encourage your school to continue registering for
the AMC Contests?   What can we do to assure your school will
register again next year?

8. Do you have any suggestions on how we could interest other
schools in your area in paricipating in the Contest?

❑ YES ❑ NO

❑ April ❑ July

❑ May ❑ August

❑ June ❑ September

❑ Math Teacher ❑ Principal

❑ Math Chair ❑ Other:

Email address:
_______________________________

❑ Poster found ❑ Didn’t notice

❑ Poster used ❑ Not used

❑ Posters: _________________

_________________

❑ Handout Masters: ____________

_________________

❑ Other: _________________

_________________
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